NBE Book Club  

Components of Book Club

Read 1 choice novel 
	Active reading – significant evidence required

Book club meetings throughout

Research (outside of novel)
	Minimum of 3 sources that relate to your focus topic, author, book
Research notes & Works Cited



Reading & Writing (12% of mark)
Active reading / journals / reflections
Submit a folder with all notes, lesson plan and evidence of reflection on learning skills

Oral & Media  (8% of overall mark)
	Participation in book club discussions

A 15-20 minute discussion presentation with a media component
	A media piece based on a theme in your book

Process

Part 1: Read and Reflect  							
Read:  		Be an ACTIVE reader.  Decide on the strategy that is most effective for you from the ones that we 
have outlined in class – notes, journal style reflections, medicine wheel reflections, etc.  
Discuss  	Meet with seminar groups on scheduled days to discuss your book.  
Reflect: 	After each book club meeting you will need to fill in the reflection sheet (these are available in the class Book Club binder and on the website). You must show evidence of reflections on learning skills as well as learning. 
Conference:	Attend scheduled conferences with me – these dates will be posted on the class calendar. 
You should also track these dates in your personal semester planner calendar. 
Finish:	Due date for finishing your book is: ____________________

Part 2: Research  
							   
Select a topic that relates to your book and has personal meaning for you 
Attend:		 Work Smarter Not Harder: Research Tips Workshop with Mrs. Lang Brouwers
Research:	 Use at least three sources that relate to the topic and your books/authors.  Take lots of notes.  

YOU WILL NEED TO HAND IN A WORKS CITED SO BE SURE TO KEEP TRACK OF YOUR SOURCES USING THE CITATION TRACKER HANDOUT.

Submit research notes on _________________

Part 3:  Presentation planning (oral & media)				
Identify thesis and key ideas you want to teach class.  
Fill in the top portion of the ‘Lesson Plan’ handout in preparation for your mini-deadline conference:_________								              
Plan an engaging way to teach your thesis and key ideas according to the lesson plan outline and expectations.  
Create your media /visuals (handouts, posters, PP, etc). *TEAMING TABLES ARE AVAILABLE 
				        		         
Do at least one full run through of your lesson in our classroom one day before your evaluated presentation.
Use self-assessment and peer-assessment to ‘bump-up’ your presentation. REVIEW THE RUBRIC.

Part 4:  Teach your 15-20 minute lesson							               
Discussion Planning		
A reading log or book journal is a great place to react to what you read. You can find out exactly how you feel about the characters; you may gain insight about the theme and plot; and you can expand your overall enjoyment of the literature. Here are a few idea starters. Feel free to build your own list of questions as well. Read on.

Here's How: At some point every day record the number of pages that you read and reflect on your reading. Use some of the following prompts as inspiration.

	Write down your thoughts--after reading the opening chapter(s) of the book. How do your impressions change (or do they) after reading half the book? Do you feel any differently after finishing the book? Would you read the book again?

	What emotions did your reading invoke: laughter, tears, smiles, anger? Or, was it  just boring and meaningless? Record some of your reactions.


Sometimes books touch you, reminding you of your own life, as part of the larger human experience. Are there connections between the book and your own life? Or, does the book remind you of an event (or events) that happened to someone you know? Does the book remind you of what happened in another book you've read?

Would you like to be one of the characters (acquire a personality trait)? Which of the characters would you become, if you could? Why? If there's something about the character that you'd want to change, what is it?

	If you were to create a medicine wheel for one of your characters, what would it look like? Is the character in balance? Use quotes to support. 

	If you were the author, would you have changed the name of a character, or altered the location of a scene? What does the name mean to you? Do you have a negative connotation associated with the name (or the place)? What would you name the character instead? What would you use as a setting?


	Does the book leave you with questions you would like to ask? What are they? Would you like to direct your questions at a particular character? What questions would you like to ask the author of the book? Are they questions that you may be able to answer by reading more about the author's life and/or works?


	Are you confused about what happened (or didn't happen) in the book? What events or characters do you not understand? Does the use of language in the book confuse you? How did your confusion affect how you liked the book? Is there anything that the author could have done to make what happened (or didn't happen) more clear?


	Is there an idea in the book that makes you stop and think, or prompts questions? Identify the idea and explain your responses.


	Keep a list of topics for future research. 



	How does this story connect to the 7 grandfather teachings?



	What are your favorite lines/quotes? Copy them into your reading log/journal and explain why these passages caught your attention.

	How have you changed after reading the book? What did you learn that you never knew before?

	Who else should read this book? Should anyone not be encouraged to read this book? Why? Would you recommend the book to a friend or fellow classmate?


Would you like to read more books by this author? Have you already read other books by the author? Why or why not?

Write a brief summary or review of the book. What happened? What didn't happen? Capture what it is about the book that stands out (or doesn't stand out).

	Write about the characters? Which one is your favorite? Is there a character you hate/detest/despise? Why? What traits could you change about the characters that would change how you think about them? Do you think that any of the characters represent real people? Does anything about a particular character seem to be related to the author's true personality--who the writer is?


AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL JOURNAL ENTRIES YOU ARE WELCOME TO SUBMIT ANY OF THESE REFLECTION TOPICS ON THE GOOGLE+ COMMUNITY AND TO ASK QUESTIONS / PROMOTE REFLECTIVE DISCUSSION WITH YOUR PEERS. 
You can choose to complete journal style entries like the ones modeled in class or you can choose to post in our Google+ community. 

2/5 Answers the question effectively referring to the book 
3/5 Answers the question effectively by referring to the book and by using APE format 
4/5 Answers the question effectively by referring to the book and by using APE format and by making a connection to earlier course content 
5/5 Answers the question effectively by referring to the book and by using APE format and by making a connection to earlier course content and by making connections to the course question *THOROUGH AND INSIGHTFUL



			
Name:


Thesis (Big Idea):







Learning Goals for my Lesson:     (What do I want people to take away, know, do?)
Goal 1






Goal 2
Goal 3
Materials:


Checklist: 24 hours in Advance, have I?	
	Booked the AV equipment I need	

Practiced in the space of our room
Sent my PP to my teacher 
Given my handouts to my teacher for photocopying
	Checked on paper, tape, markers or other materials that I need 
	Checked on room arrangement with my teacher and other presenters

Teaching Strategies

What will I do to hook my listeners at the beginning?

What will I do to keep their attention?

How will I involve them?

What visuals will I use?



The classroom will be available before school or at lunch for you to set up and organize.

Include detailed information about your lesson in the organizer below:

Time
Content & Teaching Strategy
Materials
































































